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GOAL: 1. Center Of Excellence

Objective

Assess And Improve Standards
Assess quality standards across the portfolio of LEMIT activities and introduce improvements. 

Indicator

Evaluations
Course evaluations to be conducted and assessed in order to enhance/improve program delivery, develop requested programs, and utilize program success in marketing efforts.

Criteria
80+% Participant Satisfaction
80+% standard on participant satisfaction with program/curriculum; to be measured at the conclusion of each training session.

Finding
Achieved 80+% Participant Satisfaction
All programs achieved an 80+% satisfaction. Instructors were provided with a summary of their evaluations. LEMIT's Executive Director received a summary of the evaluations/ratings for each course for commentary purposes and action proposals as necessary. As needed and where possible, changes were made in instructors, curriculum and/or layout/content.

Indicator

Program Review/Growth
Utilize program reviews to measure success, introduce improvements, develop new training initiatives and marketing efforts.

Criteria
Design new training initiatives
Design, construct and implement new training initiatives.

Finding
Critical Incident & Simulations Training Suite
A critical incident and simulations training suite was developed & constructed at LEMIT, is currently being utilized for training purposes and has been met with great praise and enthusiasm from participants as evidenced by evaluation comments and scores.

Actions for Objective:

Action
Continue to meet/exceed 80+% Satisfaction
Will continue to maintain/improve on satisfaction ratings.
**GOAL: 1. Center Of Excellence**

**Objective**

**Market Internationally**
To develop/implement an international marketing effort.

*Associated Goals:* 1. Center Of Excellence, 2. Image And Visibility, 3. Advance Academic Excellence

---

**Indicator**

**Evaluations**
Course evaluations to be conducted and assessed in order to enhance/improve program delivery, develop requested programs, and utilize program success in marketing efforts.

**Criteria**

80+% Participant Satisfaction
80+% standard on participant satisfaction with program/curriculum; to be measured at the conclusion of each training session.

**Finding**

Achieved 80+% Participant Satisfaction
All programs achieved an 80+% satisfaction. Instructors were provided with a summary of their evaluations. LEMIT's Executive Director received a summary of the evaluations/ratings for each course for commentary purposes and action proposals as necessary. As needed and where possible, changes were made in instructors, curriculum and/or layout/content.

---

**Indicator**

**Marketing Material**
Continually improve on marketing material so as to promote LEMIT in national and international markets.

**Criteria**

Production/enhancement of marketing materials
The enhancement of current marketing materials to include multi-language brochures and website presence.

**Finding**

Continual improvement in marketing materials
The marketing materials undergo continual changes/improvements as necessary with major changes scheduled for the 2007/2008 fiscal year.

---

**Indicator**

**Program Review/Growth**
Utilize program reviews to measure success, introduce improvements, develop new training initiatives and marketing efforts.

**Criteria**

Design new training initiatives
Design, construct and implement new training initiatives.

**Finding**

Critical Incident & Simulations Training Suite
A critical incident and simulations training suite was developed & constructed at LEMIT, is currently being utilized for training purposes and has been met with great praise and enthusiasm from participants as evidenced by evaluation comments and scores.

---

**Actions for Objective:**

**Action**
Continue to enhance marketing materials
Continue to enhance marketing materials (brochures, website, etc.) in 2007/2008
GOAL: 1. Center Of Excellence

Objective

Professional Development And Service
To continually develop and deliver exemplary professional development programs and services to agencies, constituencies and participants.


Indicator

Evaluations
Course evaluations to be conducted and assessed in order to enhance/improve program delivery, develop requested programs, and utilize program success in marketing efforts.

Criteria
80+% Participant Satisfaction
80+% standard on participant satisfaction with program/curriculum; to be measured at the conclusion of each training session.

Finding
Achieved 80+% Participant Satisfaction
All programs achieved an 80+% satisfaction. Instructors were provided with a summary of their evaluations. LEMIT's Executive Director received a summary of the evaluations/ratings for each course for commentary purposes and action proposals as necessary. As needed and where possible, changes were made in instructors, curriculum and/or layout/content.

Indicator

Marketing Material
Continually improve on marketing material so as to promote LEMIT in national and international markets.

Criteria
Production/enhancement of marketing materials
The enhancement of current marketing materials to include multi-language brochures and website presence.

Finding
Continual improvement in marketing materials
The marketing materials undergo continual changes/improvements as necessary with major changes scheduled for the 2007/2008 fiscal year.

Indicator

Program Review/Growth
Utilize program reviews to measure success, introduce improvements, develop new training initiatives and marketing efforts.

Criteria
Design new training initiatives
Design, construct and implement new training initiatives.

Finding
Critical Incident & Simulations Training Suite
A critical incident and simulations training suite was developed & constructed at LEMIT, is currently being utilized for training purposes and has been met with great praise and enthusiasm from participants as evidenced by evaluation comments and scores.

Actions for Objective:

Action
Continue to develop/enhance training
Continue to develop/enhance training sessions based on current evaluations, national/international trends, and the needs of agencies, constituencies and participants.
GOAL: 2. Image And Visibility

Objective
Assess And Improve Standards
Assess quality standards across the portfolio of LEMIT activities and introduce improvements.


Indicator
Evaluations
Course evaluations to be conducted and assessed in order to enhance/improve program delivery, develop requested programs, and utilize program success in marketing efforts.

Criteria
80+% Participant Satisfaction
80+% standard on participant satisfaction with program/curriculum; to be measured at the conclusion of each training session.

Finding
Achieved 80+% Participant Satisfaction
All programs achieved an 80+% satisfaction. Instructors were provided with a summary of their evaluations. LEMIT's Executive Director received a summary of the evaluations/ratings for each course for commentary purposes and action proposals as necessary. As needed and where possible, changes were made in instructors, curriculum and/or layout/content.

Indicator
Program Review/Growth
Utilize program reviews to measure success, introduce improvements, develop new training initiatives and marketing efforts.

Criteria
Design new training initiatives
Design, construct and implement new training initiatives.

Finding
Critical Incident & Simulations Training Suite
A critical incident and simulations training suite was developed & constructed at LEMIT, is currently being utilized for training purposes and has been met with great praise and enthusiasm from participants as evidenced by evaluation comments and scores.

Actions for Objective:

Action
Continue to meet/exceed 80+% Satisfaction
Will continue to maintain/improve on satisfaction ratings.
GOAL: 2. Image And Visibility

Objective: Market Internationally
To develop/implement an international marketing effort.


Indicator: Evaluations
Course evaluations to be conducted and assessed in order to enhance/improve program delivery, develop requested programs, and utilize program success in marketing efforts.

Criteria: 80+% Participant Satisfaction
80+% standard on participant satisfaction with program/curriculum; to be measured at the conclusion of each training session.

Finding: Achieved 80+% Participant Satisfaction
All programs achieved an 80+% satisfaction. Instructors were provided with a summary of their evaluations. LEMIT's Executive Director received a summary of the evaluations/ratings for each course for commentary purposes and action proposals as necessary. As needed and where possible, changes were made in instructors, curriculum and/or layout/content.

Indicator: Marketing Material
Continually improve on marketing material so as to promote LEMIT in national and international markets.

Criteria: Production/enhancement of marketing materials
The enhancement of current marketing materials to include multi-language brochures and website presence.

Finding: Continual improvement in marketing materials
The marketing materials undergo continual changes/improvements as necessary with major changes scheduled for the 2007/2008 fiscal year.

Indicator: Program Review/Growth
Utilize program reviews to measure success, introduce improvements, develop new training initiatives and marketing efforts.

Criteria: Design new training initiatives
Design, construct and implement new training initiatives.

Finding: Critical Incident & Simulations Training Suite
A critical incident and simulations training suite was developed & constructed at LEMIT, is currently being utilized for training purposes and has been met with great praise and enthusiasm from participants as evidenced by evaluation comments and scores.

Actions for Objective:

Action: Continue to enhance marketing materials
Continue to enhance marketing materials (brochures, website, etc.) in 2007/2008
GOAL: 2. Image And Visibility

Objective
Professional Development And Service
To continually develop and deliver exemplary professional development programs and services to agencies, constituencies and participants.

Indicator
Evaluations
Course evaluations to be conducted and assessed in order to enhance/improve program delivery, develop requested programs, and utilize program success in marketing efforts.

Criteria
80+% Participant Satisfaction
80+% standard on participant satisfaction with program/curriculum; to be measured at the conclusion of each training session.

Finding
Achieved 80+% Participant Satisfaction
All programs achieved an 80+% satisfaction. Instructors were provided with a summary of their evaluations. LEMIT's Executive Director received a summary of the evaluations/ratings for each course for commentary purposes and action proposals as necessary. As needed and where possible, changes were made in instructors, curriculum and/or layout/content.

Indicator
Marketing Material
Continually improve on marketing material so as to promote LEMIT in national and international markets.

Criteria
Production/enhancement of marketing materials
The enhancement of current marketing materials to include multi-language brochures and website presence.

Finding
Continual improvement in marketing materials
The marketing materials undergo continual changes/improvements as necessary with major changes scheduled for the 2007/2008 fiscal year.

Indicator
Program Review/Growth
Utilize program reviews to measure success, introduce improvements, develop new training initiatives and marketing efforts.

Criteria
Design new training initiatives
Design, construct and implement new training initiatives.

Finding
Critical Incident & Simulations Training Suite
A critical incident and simulations training suite was developed & constructed at LEMIT, is currently being utilized for training purposes and has been met with great praise and enthusiasm from participants as evidenced by evaluation comments and scores.

Actions for Objective:

Action
Continue to develop/enhance training
Continue to develop/enhance training sessions based on current evaluations, national/international trends, and the needs of agencies, constituencies and participants.
GOAL: 3. Advance Academic Excellence

Objective
Assess And Improve Standards
Assess quality standards across the portfolio of LEMIT activities and introduce improvements. 

Indicator
Evaluations
Course evaluations to be conducted and assessed in order to enhance/improve program delivery, develop requested programs, and utilize program success in marketing efforts.

Criteria
80+% Participant Satisfaction
80+% standard on participant satisfaction with program/curriculum; to be measured at the conclusion of each training session.

Finding
Achieved 80+% Participant Satisfaction
All programs achieved an 80+% satisfaction. Instructors were provided with a summary of their evaluations. LEMIT''s Executive Director received a summary of the evaluations/ratings for each course for commentary purposes and action proposals as necessary. As needed and where possible, changes were made in instructors, curriculum and/or layout/content.

Indicator
Program Review/Growth
Utilize program reviews to measure success, introduce improvements, develop new training initiatives and marketing efforts.

Criteria
Design new training initiatives
Design, construct and implement new training initiatives.

Finding
Critical Incident & Simulations Training Suite
A critical incident and simulations training suite was developed & constructed at LEMIT, is currently being utilized for training purposes and has been met with great praise and enthusiasm from participants as evidenced by evaluation comments and scores.

Actions for Objective:

Action
Continue to meet/exceed 80+% Satisfaction
Will continue to maintain/improve on satisfaction ratings.
GOAL: 3. Advance Academic Excellence

Objective
Market Internationally
To develop/implement an international marketing effort.

Indicator
Evaluations
Course evaluations to be conducted and assessed in order to enhance/improve program delivery, develop requested programs, and utilize program success in marketing efforts.

Criteria
80+% Participant Satisfaction
80+% standard on participant satisfaction with program/curriculum; to be measured at the conclusion of each training session.

Finding
Achieved 80+% Participant Satisfaction
All programs achieved an 80+% satisfaction. Instructors were provided with a summary of their evaluations. LEMIT"s Executive Director received a summary of the evaluations/ratings for each course for commentary purposes and action proposals as necessary. As needed and where possible, changes were made in instructors, curriculum and/or layout/content.

Indicator
Marketing Material
Continually improve on marketing material so as to promote LEMIT in national and international markets.

Criteria
Production/enhancement of marketing materials
The enhancement of current marketing materials to include multi-language brochures and website presence.

Finding
Continual improvement in marketing materials
The marketing materials undergo continual changes/improvements as necessary with major changes scheduled for the 2007/2008 fiscal year.

Indicator
Program Review/Growth
Utilize program reviews to measure success, introduce improvements, develop new training initiatives and marketing efforts.

Criteria
Design new training initiatives
Design, construct and implement new training initiatives.

Finding
Critical Incident & Simulations Training Suite
A critical incident and simulations training suite was developed & constructed at LEMIT, is currently being utilized for training purposes and has been met with great praise and enthusiasm from participants as evidenced by evaluation comments and scores.

Actions for Objective:

Action
Continue to enhance marketing materials
Continue to enhance marketing materials (brochures, website, etc.) in 2007/2008
GOAL: 3. Advance Academic Excellence

Objective  Professional Development And Service
To continually develop and deliver exemplary professional development programs and services to agencies, constituencies and participants.

Indicator  Evaluations
Course evaluations to be conducted and assessed in order to enhance/improve program delivery, develop requested programs, and utilize program success in marketing efforts.

Criteria  80+% Participant Satisfaction
80+% standard on participant satisfaction with program/curriculum; to be measured at the conclusion of each training session.

Finding  Achieved 80+% Participant Satisfaction
All programs achieved an 80+% satisfaction. Instructors were provided with a summary of their evaluations. LEMIT’s Executive Director received a summary of the evaluations/ratings for each course for commentary purposes and action proposals as necessary. As needed and where possible, changes were made in instructors, curriculum and/or layout/content.

Indicator  Marketing Material
Continually improve on marketing material so as to promote LEMIT in national and international markets.

Criteria  Production/enhancement of marketing materials
The enhancement of current marketing materials to include multi-language brochures and website presence.

Finding  Continual improvement in marketing materials
The marketing materials undergo continual changes/improvements as necessary with major changes scheduled for the 2007/2008 fiscal year.

Indicator  Program Review/Growth
Utilize program reviews to measure success, introduce improvements, develop new training initiatives and marketing efforts.

Criteria  Design new training initiatives
Design, construct and implement new training initiatives.

Finding  Critical Incident & Simulations Training Suite
A critical incident and simulations training suite was developed & constructed at LEMIT, is currently being utilized for training purposes and has been met with great praise and enthusiasm from participants as evidenced by evaluation comments and scores.

Actions for Objective:

Action  Continue to develop/enhance training
Continue to develop/enhance training sessions based on current evaluations, national/international trends, and the needs of agencies, constituencies and participants.